
3 key actions to achieve real-time  
quality control  

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) enables manufacturers 
to monitor process and product characteristics during 
production and make adjustments in real time.

Visit Dell.com/SmartManufacturing

Take action with  
data visualization, 
alerting, and MES  
and ERP system 
integration.

Overlay existing 
systems with 
intelligent gateways  
to aggregate data, 
perform edge 
analytics and  
issue controls.

Use predictive 
analytics based on 
historical data to 
continuously adapt 
and improve 
manufacturing 
processes.

How does IIoT quality control work  
in the real world?

Dell makes the Industrial Internet of 
Things real. Today.

Take manufacturing quality  
to new heights

Using the Industrial Internet of Things 
to increase production yield

Rapidly detect  
emerging issues  
and take corrective 
actions.

Reduce the  
high cost of scrap 
and rework.

Increase product 
quality and customer 
satisfaction.

With our history in manufacturing, we understand your business 
challenges. As a technology leader, we know how technology can turn 
those challenges into competitive advantage.

With the industry’s broadest portfolio of IIoT-enabling technologies and a rich 
partner ecosystem, Dell reduces the complexity of deploying IIoT solutions 
and enables you to make the promise of the IIoT a reality today.

To get more information about IIoT and 
manufacturing, download the e-book,  
“A data-driven future for manufacturing.”

Sensors in the manufacturer’s paint 
and laser area measure light, 
temperature, humidity, airflow and 
dust particles in the air.

Data is aggregated by an intelligent 
gateway and combined with data from 
its Manufacturing Traceability System.

Sensor data increases visibility 
into production processes

An automotive parts manufacturer wanted 
to reduce its number of rejected parts.

Advanced analytics determine the 
optimum environmental conditions  
for minimal rejects.

By adding sensors to the production 
process, Shire can collect data in  
days and weeks rather than weeks  
and months.

Real-time monitoring allows Shire to 
make adjustments during production  
to ensure the greatest yield.

Advanced analytics-based  
algorithms enable predictive  
quality control  

Shire Pharmaceutical wanted to ensure  
the highest quality of medication for patients. 

Predictive modeling of historical  
process data enables Shire to  
optimize workflows.
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Two vision cameras check the  
glue coming out of the nozzle 
in real time.

An intelligent gateway collects  
incoming sensor and video data  
and runs smart algorithms to  
identify anomalies.

Operational analytics run on real- 
time data enable fast interventions 

Eigen Innovations sought to improve the 
quality of a glue application process.

If abnormalities are detected, the 
gateway immediately signals an alarm  
or initiates the appropriate action in  
the machine controller.

http://futureready.dell.com/technology/iot/ebook-a-data-driven-future-for-manufacturing/
http://www.dell.com/en-us/work/learn/internet-of-things-smart-manufacturing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sja5OCzREkA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sja5OCzREkA
http://futureready.dell.com/technology/iot/ebook-a-data-driven-future-for-manufacturing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQx8QoIFzCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQx8QoIFzCg
https://software.dell.com/casestudy/shire-specialty-biopharmaceutical-company-reaps-data-analysis-and-proc875636/
http://i.dell.com/sites/doccontent/shared-content/data-sheets/en/Documents/Dell_Real_Time_Analytics_ARC_whitepaper.pdf

